
Dual currency double 
helix up mechanism

Double spiral rising scheme

Consensus and Value of RES/ALL
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In the dot-com era, aggregators capture the 
vast majority of usage value. Such Internet 
giants have subverted traditional industries 
and built a near-monopoly of influence.

An aggregator in the DeFi industry is an 
aggregation platform that supports a wide 
variety of DeFi protocols.

Aggregate value: We will aggregate products 
that have been proven to be excellent in the 
market, and we will also develop products on 
our own that are in demand but not yet met.
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Aggregate consensus: professionals, 
funds, colleges, community 
organizations, other digital assets of 
value, and other resources.
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Aggregate ecology: The ecological application 
phase based on the underlying technology 
development of public chain is coming, and 
the distributed self-governance organization 
of ALLIANCE (Grand Alliance), which is jointly 
launched by many communities around the 
world: ALL DAO (disintermediation), will 
promote various ecological applications and 
realize the value-added and conversion.



Dual currency double helix up mechanism

Based on the consensus and value of the underlying technology of the future 
public chain, ALL DAO was established to become the first "disintermediated" 
organization, launch ALL tokens, and aspire to become the leader of the 
SocialFi track, as well as the "meta-universe world" built on Web3.0. It aims to 
become the leader of the SocialFi track and a "metaverse world" based on 
Web3.0, creating a completely open ALL DAO digital space.

Translated with www.DeepL.com/Translator (free version)
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Features: scarcity, total 30,000 pieces; buy-in 
slippage is 100% before fully open to free trade 
and circulation; all realized on-chain completion 
and smart contract execution; traded on Coinan's 
pancake.
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ALL  a l so  enab les  commerc ia l  c i rcu la t ion 
applications such as shopping malls, cultural 
copyrights, etc.
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Because of the value of ALL's ecological landing application, causing the 
possibility of unlimited price increase of ALL, plus the buying slippage is 100%, 
and the only way to get ALL is the distribution of RES's buying and selling 
slippage, the dividends of RES's LP pool, the rewards of sharing the promotion 
market, and the white-list dividends; thus indirectly pushing RES's price wave 
up to achieve a win-win situation for both coins!

Translated with www.DeepL.com/Translator (free version)
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Analysis of slippage in RES trading

RES / USDT Trade to   Total issue : 1.3 billion pieces

2% Foundation
Award RES

2%
Promotion
Award RES

3% Promotion
Bonus RES, 2% for the first 
generation / 1% for the second 
generation

3%
Assign ALL
RES sells U back into the ALL pool, while converting the 
equivalent ALL to the buying user at the hourly rate, and 
RES goes into the black hole to be destroyed.

5%
LP Dividend ALL
RES sells U back to the ALL pool, while exchanging the 
equivalent ALL for a weighted dividend to the users of the LP 
pool at the hourly rate, and RES goes to the black hole for 
destruction.



Analysis of sl ippage in RES trading

RES / USDT  Trade to    Total issue : 1.3 billion pieces

4% Promotion
Award RES

5% Enter the ALLU pool
RES sells U back into the ALL pool and RES 
goes into the black hole for destruction.

1% Assign ALL
RES sells U back into the ALL pool, while converting 
the equivalent ALL to the buying user at the hourly 
rate, and RES goes into the black hole to be destroyed.

5%
LP Dividend ALL
RES sells U back to the ALL pool, while exchanging the 
equivalent ALL for a weighted dividend to the users of 
the LP pool at the hourly rate, and RES goes to the 
black hole for destruction.

Note: Each wallet address that wants to enjoy the weighted bonus ALL coins for LP holding 
addresses must hold 10 or more RES coins to be considered a valid bonus address to enjoy the 
bonus.



Analysis of ALL buying and selling slippage

ALL / USDT   Trade to     Total issue:30,000 pieces

Buy Slippage
White list can be purchased, 
other users to buy direct black 
hole destruction, slippage can 
be controlled later can be open 
to normal trading.

100%

Selling Slippage
All of U goes into the ALL underpool, 
10% of ALL goes into the 
foundation, and 10% goes into the 
declarations.

20%
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The more transactions there are, the less RES circulation 
there is (circulation destruction)

and the flow pool inside ALL will have more 
and more U, infinitely rising (U of RES keeps 
flowing back to ALL flow pool)

ALL as a later participation in the 
ecological portal, decided by the 
Foundation, whitelist participation vote.



Strategic layout of the overall project

Establishment of an incubation platform for 
blockchain chain reform services

Establishment of an incubation platform 
for blockchain chain reform services

Business Economics Model Departures

Using blockchain ideas, blockchain innovation and 
technology applications to integrate industrial 
characteristics and industry chain development

Building a new economic ecology of new 
consensus trust
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July 2022 - 2023 to achieve the goal of one million 
followers with a dual-coin spiral mechanism to absorb 
and draw in traffic; and to complete the goal of 101 
community DAOs.

2023-2024 to realize the ecological docking work of 
the landed circulation applications of ALL coins, such 
as: shopping mall, cultural copyright, etc., to launch 
the underlying technology of the block based on the 
public chain, open source code, and develop various 
ecological DAPPs, such as: chain tour, etc. 
(community DAO voting).

Improve the technology and ecology of social finance 
and meta-universe in Defi 2.0 from 2025; achieve RES 
and ALL win-win, capital market and exchange (de-
intermediation) dual listing, and achieve wealth goals.

ALL DAO's immediate plans




